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LASER PLAIN PAPER FACSIMILE

COLOR SCAN PRINT

USB
Efficient, Simple, Versatile . . . Made For The

In today’s busy workplace, getting a competitive edge means accomplishing more – often with fewer resources. This means having office systems that work as hard as you do. The RICOH FAX2210L is an affordable workhorse that combines high-speed fax, print, color scan and convenience copying features in a space-saving, desktop design. The reliable, energy-efficient RICOH FAX2210L guarantees you immediate gains in office productivity, making this proven performer the answer to your document communication and imaging needs.

Images That Last

Don’t settle for anything less than laser quality. Whether printing incoming fax messages, making copies, or printing from your PC, the RICOH FAX2210L’s precision Laser Print Engine produces crisp, clean output with impressive speed — up to 17 Pages Per Minute! You can even print on envelopes through the single-sheet bypass. And connecting the RICOH FAX2210L couldn’t be easier. The FAX2210L’s built-in USB and Parallel Interfaces will connect to either port on your computer, so you’re up and running in minutes.

Capture the Spirit with Color

Once connected, the RICOH FAX2210L serves not only as a fax-printer but also as a TWAIN-compatible Color Scanner. Easily capture color images — photos, brochures, and maps — through the FAX2210L’s Automatic Document Feeder. Insert a full-color image into a presentation, report, or attach to an e-mail.

Enjoy Uninterrupted Workflow

- The high capacity, letter-size 50-page Automatic Document Feeder and quick 1.5-Second-Per-Page Scan Speed** make faxing multi-page documents, copying and scanning to your PC virtually effortless.
- Save time by minimizing paper-replenishment tasks with the front-loading 250-sheet Letter / Legal Paper Cassette. Upgrade capacity to 500 sheets by adding a second optional 250-sheet Letter / Legal Paper Cassette, ensuring smooth, continuous operation.

High-Speed Fax Communication

- To seamlessly process your peak fax traffic, the RICOH FAX2210L employs a Super G3 33.6-Kbps Modem, with JBIG Compression, for fast, cost-cutting transmission speed of 3 Seconds Per Page*, twice as fast as conventional fax modems.

Convenient, Smooth Operation

- Streamline your workflow and ensure you never miss a fax with the RICOH FAX2210L’s standard high capacity 400-Page Memory** (5 MB).
- Stop waiting. With Dual-Access, scan pages while the unit is busy printing (or transmitting).
- Save time by broadcasting a document to multiple locations, in a single operation.
- Worried about missing orders or customers getting a busy signal when the fax runs out of paper? Not any more. The RICOH FAX2210L’s 72-hour Memory Backup retains all incoming fax messages in memory if a power outage, paper outage, or misfeed occurs.
Work You Do

The clearly labeled, intuitive control panel of the RICOH FAX 2210L allows quick access to any function.

Scan images directly to your PC with full color TWAIN scanning.

**Autodialing At Your Fingertips**
- Simplify the faxing process by storing frequently dialed fax numbers in Quick and Speed Dials, for swift, accurate recall. No memorization, manual dialing or misdialing.

**Carefree Maintenance**
- Replacing toner is a snap using the All-in-One Toner Cartridge. This one cartridge contains toner, developer and drum, eliminating the hassle of stocking and replacing separate consumables.

**Contain Costs, Conserve Energy**
- To lower energy consumption and costs, the Energy Star-compliant RICOH FAX2210L offers an Energy Saver Mode that reduces the system’s electrical requirements when idle.

**Walk-up Copy Convenience**
- Need a quick copy? The RICOH FAX2210L makes up to 99 Convenience Copies, with the added flexibility of Reduce/Enlarge, Contrast Control and Text/Photo settings.

The RICOH FAX2210L is expertly engineered to handle the communications and imaging needs of a busy workgroup, small business, executive suite, or any place you need a complete office solution that’s cost efficient, reliable and easy to use.

The RICOH FAX2210L…

At Your Service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Print/Copy</th>
<th>17ppm (letter) @ 600 dpi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| 2-line x 16-character LCD |

| 40 Quick Dial Keypad |

| Speed Dial Keypad (up to 150) |

The clearly labeled, intuitive control panel of the RICOH FAX 2210L allows quick access to any function.
**RICOH FAX2210L SPECIFICATIONS**

**Type:** Desktop  
**Recording Method:** Laser  
**ITU-T Compatibility:** Group 3 (V.34); ECM  
**Modem Speed:** 33.6 Kbps with auto fallback + JBIG  
**Maximum Transmit Speed:** 3 seconds*  
**Data Compression:** MH/MMR/MMR  
**Scan Speed (Standard Resolution):** 1.5 seconds**  
**Dual Access:** Standard  
**Standard Document Memory:** 5 MB (400 pages**)  
**AutoDialer:** 40 Quick Dials, 150 Speed Dials, 150 Groups  
**Document Memory Backup:** 72 hours  
**Auto Document Feeder:** 50 Sheets  
**Maximum Document Width/Scan Width:** 8.5” / 8.2”  
**Document Length:** 14”  
**Scan Resolution:** 203 x 98 / 196/392 lines per inch  
**Halftone:** 256 Levels  
**Maximum Print Speed:** 17 ppm  
**Maximum Recording Width:** 8.1”  
**Recording Paper Capacity:** 250 Sheets / 250 Sheets Optional  
**LCD Display Size:** 2 Lines 16 Characters each  
**Power Consumption:** Energy Saver Mode: 15 watts  
**Power Requirements:** Average: 320 watts  
**Environment:** 50 to 89º F, 20 to 80% RH  
**Dimensions (W x D x H):** 15.28” x 16.42” x 13.19”  
**Optional Paper Tray (W x D x H):** 15.20” x 15.43” x 3.54”  
**Weight:** 24.3 lbs.  
**Optional Paper Tray:** 5.5 lbs.  

**TRANSMISSION FEATURES**

Automatic / Manual Redial  
Adding Pages to Documents in Memory  
Broadcasting  
Delayed Transmission  
Direct Fax Number Entry  
Forwarding of Outgoing Documents  
ITU-T Error Correction Mode  
Prefix Dial Number  
Transmission Confirmation  

**RECEPTION FEATURES**

Answer Machine / Fax Mode  
Auto / Manual Reception Mode  
Auto Reduction  
Distinctive Ring Pattern Detection (DRPD)  
Forwarding  
Junk Fax Barrier  
Number of Rings Till Answer  
Polling Reception  
Secure Receive (Memory Lock)  
Stamp Received Name  

**SCANNING FEATURES**

TWAIN Driver standard  
Color Scanning up to 300 dpi  
Bit depth: 1 bit B/W mode / 8 bit Gray mode  
24 bit Color mode  
USB 2.0 or Parallel Interface (standard)  
OS: Windows95/98/Me/NT4.0/2000/XP  
Max Scan Length: 15.7”  

**PRINTER FEATURES**

GDI  
17 ppm (letter) / 600 dpi  
Combine Multiple Pages on One  
First Page Tray Selection  
Fit To Page  
Letter / Legal size printing + Envelopes  
Poster Mode  
4 MB Printer Memory  
Scaling  
Toner Save Mode  
Watermarks / Overlays  
USB 2.0 or parallel interface (standard)  
OS: Windows95/98/Me/NT4.0/2000/XP  

**COPY FEATURES**

17 ppm copy speed  
600 dpi copy resolution  
Collation  
Reduction & Enlargement 50 to 200%  
Up to 99 copies  

**OTHER FEATURES**

Energy Saver Mode  
Remote Programming from PC  

---

* Approximately 3 seconds per page at 33.6 Kbps is dependent on optimal line quality.  
** Based on ITU-T Test Chart # 1 in standard resolution.  

Specifications are subject to change without notice.